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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the Office 365 administrator for a company.
You must implement the Skype for Business Web App for all
employees.
Which two features can you implement?
A. Scheduled meetings
B. Presence information
C. Audio Calls
D. instant messaging
E. Video Calls
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
A: Skype for Business Web App provides HD video conferencing,
IM in meetings, high-fidelity desktop, application,
and presentation viewing, desktop sharing, whiteboard, lobby,
and presenter access controls. In addition, Skype for
Business Web App now includes PC-based audio and video.
C: Normally the first time you join a Skype Meeting from Skype
for Business Web App, you're connected to the

meeting audio by using a Skype Call through your device's
headset or mic and speakers.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that
contains the virtual networks in the following table.
Subscripton1 contains the virtual machines in the following
table.
In Subscription1, you create a load balancer that has the
following configurations:
* Name: LB1
* SKU: Basic
* Type: Internal
* Subnet: Subnet12
* Virtual network: VNET1
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Statement 1 : Basic load balancer supports Virtual machine in a
single Availability set or virtual machine scale set (VMSS)
only . Hence this statement is correct.
Statement 2 : Basic load balancer supports Virtual machine in a
single Availability set or virtual scale set only or one
standalone VM. VM3 and VM4 are not part of any availability set
or VMSS .Hence this statement is incorrect.
Statement 3 : Basic load balancer supports Virtual machine in a
single Availability set or virtual scale set only or one
standalone VM. VM5 and VM6 are not part of any availability set
or VMSS .Hence this statement is incorrect.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balan
cer-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two factors influence the density of APs in a data-only
WLAN environment? (Choose two.)
A. The defined coverage area and customer needs.
B. The number of APs dedicated to voice services.
C. Channel reuse and WLAN bandwidth
D. The type of controller chosen.
E. The number of clients that will roam through the facility.

Answer: A,C
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